Automated Precision

ESPER DM-230V

DIRECT MARKETING COLLATOR
IDEAL FOR POSTS, PRIVATE DISTRIBUTION COMPANIES,
MAILING AND FULFILMENT HOUSES.
Productive, compact, versatile, reliable and accurate
Wide range of document handling
Fast and simple set-up
Integrated wraparound cover station
Small foot-print
2-3 operators
23 feeding stations
Up to 9,000 sets per hour
Job File Transfer software
Low energy consumption
Low noise
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Technical Specification
Esper DM-230V Collator
Dimensions (D×W×H)

765×1383×1983 mm

Weight

483 Kg

Power Supply

220-240 V 50 Hz

Power Consumption

4.2 A, 880 W

Noise Emission

76.6 dB

Processing Speed

9,000 sets / hr

Number of Feed Bins

23

Paper Size

Post card (100 x 150 mm) to A3
(297 x 420 mm).
Cover bin: B5 (182 x 257 mm) to
B3 (364 x 515 mm).

Paper Type

Standard bins: single sheets;
folded sheets; booklets
Cover bin: single sheets;
folded sheets

Bin Capacity

Approx. 60mm*

Features

Paper feed timing function;
Test feeding function; Fold
timing function; Paper feed bin
sequence and single function;
Paper receiving mode; Bin by bin
processing quantity; Bin problem
display; Paper eject function;
Low speed forward and reverse;
Folding plate open / close,
remove and insert function.

Detection

Paper Feed Unit: No paper;
Misfeed; Jam; Missing document;
Near-empty; Ultrasonic double
sheet (on cover station only);
Paper Feed Shaft: Remove and
insert; Paper feed unit
slide detection.
Conveyance Section: Vertical
jam; Ejected paper jam.
Folding guide: Front; Centre;
Back; Bottom guide open.
Other: Overloading; Inverter
problem; Communication error.

*Extended by ‘Cascade’ and ‘Load-on-the Run’ features.

Options
Recollating Bin Kit (for thicker documents)
470mm Extension Tray (for 100mm bin capacity)
Ultrasonic double feed detection bin (for single sheets)

DM-SE Stacker/Elevator
Capacity

70-120mm

Control Method

On-line with DM-230V

Dimensions (W × D × H):

1,183 x 673 x 1024 mm

Operating Modes

Weight

45.5 Kg

Manual; Semi-automatic;
Fully automatic

Power Supply

220-240 V 50Hz

Elevator Descent Method

Power Consumption

0.3 A, 45 W

Automatic; 0.5 seconds after
sets removed.

Noise Emission

59 dB

Elevator Height

Adjustable: – 700-800 mm from
the floor

Detection

Elevator, level plate

Duplo International Limited
Automated Precision House
Hamm Moor Lane, Addlestone
Surrey KT15 2SD, United Kingdom

Tel +44(0) 1932 263 900
Fax +44(0) 1932 263 901
www.duplodirectmarketing.com

Duplo is a trade mark of the Duplo Corporation.
Duplo has a policy of continuous improvement
and reserves the right to amend the above specification
without prior notice.
Production rates are based on optimal operating conditions
and may vary depending on stock and environmental
conditions. As part of our continuous product improvement
program, specifications are subject to change without notice.
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